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LEGACIES TO THE LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
The LACF depends forits
income entirely on members and supporters. Please consider leaving the LAc F a legacy
in your will: it is a charitable organization and all legacies to it are exempt from Capital
Transfer Tax and aggregation without limit. Bequests can take the form of a lump sum
or the residue or a fraction of your estate. Some members might prefer to consider
leaving works of fine or decorative art but if you contemplate doing this it would be
helpful if you could please seek the advice of the Secretary who can let you know if any
item will fit into the permanent collection of the Leeds City Art Galleries. The following
would be a suitable form of words to send to your solicitor for inclusion in your will:
'I bequeath to the Leeds Art Collections Fund of Temple Newsam House, Leeds,
a legacy of ........................
free of all
taxes'he

Hon Solicitor of the LAc F is always very happy to advise potential benefactors.

THE cEEizs ARz cot czcriorts rusiis isoneof the oldestsupportingbodies
for thevisual arts inGreatgritain,
source of regular funds for buymg works of art for the Leeds collections. Why not identify yourself with the Art
Gallery, Temple Newsam House and Lotherton Hall, receive your Arts Calendar free, receive invitations to all
functions, private views and organized visits to places of interest. The minimum subscription is Ey.oo individual
and E io oo for husband and wife. Corporate membership
zyoo. Life membership EI oooo. Enquiries and
application forms from the Hon. Secretary at Temple Newsam House, Leeds t.s i I oae.

a

f

President His Grace the Duke of Norfolk; Vice President The Rt Hon the Earl of Harewood zzo; Trustees George
Black RRcs, W. T. Oliver MA, C. S. Reddihough; Committee Mrs S. Bidgood, Mrs S. Gilchrist, Mrs S. Mason,
Councillor Mrs E. A. Nash, Dr N. R. Rowell RRcr, Lady Tweddle, Dr R. B. Welch; Hon Joint Treasurer s Marun
Arnold RA, James S. Fox; Hon Secretary Chnstop her Gilbert; Hon Membership Secretary Tony Brown; Hon
Social Secretary Mrs Francoise Logan; Hon Legal Adviser Thomas A. Last LL B.

LEIsURE sERvlcEs coMMITTEE
The Lord Mayor; Chairman Councillor Mrs E. A. Nash; Deputy
Chai rman Councillor F. Flatters; Councillor B. P. Atha, Councillor Miss A. D. Atkinson, Councillor M. J.
Bedford, Councillor T. Bnggs, Councillor P. Crotty onE, Councillor J. G. B. Frankland, Countzllor W. Hudson,
Councillor W. S. Hyde, Councillor J. Kitchen MRE IR, Councillor D. Lambert, Counallor Mrs H. Morgan,
Councillor Mrs C. Myers, Councillor S. Symmonds, Councillor Mrs R. Verity.
sTAFF
DirectorofArt GalleriesChristopher GilbertMA FMA; Principal Keeper postvacant; Principal Keeper
(Art Gallery) Terry F. Fnedman ea Riscut Keeper (Art Gallery) Miranda Strickland-Constable RA AMA; Keeper
(Lotherton Hall) Peter Walton BA AMA; Keeper (Temple Newsam) Anthony Wells-Cole MA AMA; Keeper
(Conservation) James H. Robinson; Senior Assistant Keepers Alexander Robertson MA AMA, Leslie Buckingham
BA; Research Assistant Adam White RA MA; Trainee Assistant Keeper (Educationa(Services) Jonathan Benington
Michael Sheppard; Technical Supervisor
MA; Curatorial Assistant Barbara Thompson; Conservation)Designer
Ron Turner; Metalwork Conservator Phoebe Clements oA(EIIIII) oir corts (trzslvzra); Textile Conser vators
Caroline Rendell czRr eiz ot t'coits (rzxrit Es) (vtitv or zoitctort), Frances Eyre RA; Technical Assistant John
Berry BA; Administrator Jean English; Secretary Fiona Mclndoe BA; Clerical Assistants Anna Czerkaluk, Amanda
Dean; Manager, Craft Centre and Design Gallery James Moss.
NOTE
Starting with the first issue published m I ygy, the entire Leeds Arts Calendar is now available on
microfilm. Wntc for mformation or send orders direct to Xerox University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan
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Maternity, r 9 to-ra, by Sir Jacob Epstein, Hopton-wood stone, 7 ft high. This remarkable
statue, one of the legendary works of British early modern sculpture, was acquired
by Leeds City Art Galleries in r 9 8 3 from a private San Francisco collection for 49ooo,
with contributions from The National Heritage Memorial Fund, The National
A rt-Collections Fund, Leeds City Council, and three anonymous local benefactors
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EDITORIAL
Over seventy years ago a far-sighted and publicspirited group of local men (there is no mention of
women in the early reports) founded the LAcF
under the chairmanship of Michael Sadler, ViceChancellor of the University. Founder members
included Rowland and Henry Barran, Sam Wilson,
Frank Fulford, Colonel Harding, A.J. Sanders,
R. H. and Sidney Kitson; individuals whose names
live on as notable benefactors. The object of the
LAcF was to influence desirable gifts to the Art
Gallery and raise a fund by subscription for the
purchase of works of art.
Museums may find conditions hard going today
but in r9tz they were diabolical. It was not until
I937—38 that Leeds Corporation allocated to the
gallery an annual purchase grant from the rates so
for the first twenty-five years of its existence the
LAc F played a crucial role in shaping and enriching
the gallery collections.
The situation has of course improved greatly.
We now have a regular purchase fund, can expect
to attract a 5o% government grant towards most
new acquisitions, the National Heritage Memorial
Fund may assist with certain very expensive
masterpieces while the National Art-Collections
Fund provides excellent support. Despite steeply
rising prices the LAcF continues to play a
significant role in buying works of art for the
central Gallery, Temple Newsam and Lotherton
Hall although the proportion of the prices it is able
to contribute has fallen sharply over the years. The
annual subscription income is roughly f3,5oo
which we normally manage to double by seeking
matching grants. This represents about one-tenth
of the funds available for purchases. Then certain
individuals who insist on anonymity have over the
years been outstandingly generous in coming to
our rescue when a shortfall on the price of some
particularly desirable object needs urgently to be
made up. Compared with the early days of the
Fund, relatively few bequests in cash or kind have
been received from members during recent years
although the Lady Martin bequest of 65,ooo in
I968 for buying furniture comes to mind. Other
charities
the National Art-Collections Fund and
the National Trust for example
seem to do
rather well from legacies so, as your new secretary,
I wondered if this was a way of benefiting the LAc F
which needed gentle emphasis. A reminder of the

—

—

tax advantages

and general hints on making
bequests is printed, and will continue to appear, on
the inside front cover of the Calendar. Needless to
say, our Hon Legal Adviser will be only too glad to
advise anyone who may wish to leave money, a
work of art or even perhaps chattels for the LAcF
to sell to generate funds.
deserve editorial
Several recent happenings
mention: in November, Peter Thornton, Keeper of
Furniture at the Victoria and Albert Museum,
came to open the major exhibition 'Historic Paper
Wells-Cole
Hangings'rganized
by Anthony
whose supporting booklet (bearing the imprint
Temple Newsam Country House Studies No. t)
establishes new bearings in this under-researched
field of the decorative arts. The inspiration for the
show was the discovery over recent years of
numerous fragments of wallpaper in various parts
of the building. Humphrey Boyle, a local wallpaper
manufacturer, heard of these exciting finds and his
firm Muraspec offered, in return for our co-operation, to reproduce twelve of the finest papers. The
outcome of this exemplary partnership between an
art museum and industry has resulted in the
redecoration of five rooms at Temple Newsam
with precise copies of indigenous papers and a
further five to follow.
t983 was a bumper year for acquisitions at the
City Art Gallery; many will be published in a
scholarly detail elsewhere with the full story of how
they were found and financed but brief reference
must be made to Jacob Epstein's colossal stone
figure Maternity, one of the legendary works of
early modern sculpture, carved in t9to —
tz, which
was purchased from an American source with the
aid of our first ever grant from the National
Heritage Memorial Fund (63o,ooo). Earlier in the
year we had bought Epstein's 'Rima'ketchbook
containing 87 drawings for his famous W. A.
Hudson Memorial of I9?.5 and, in the interval
between these two events, we acquired a painting
by Ivon Hitchens of Henry Moore in his studio
carving our great Reclining Figure of r 9z9. Details
of acquisitions for Temple Newsam House and
Lotherton Hall will appear in a future issue of the
Calendar but a word of congratulation to Les
Buckingham cannot wait for master-minding our
handsome new quarterly events sheet.

JAMES PARMENTIER IN LEEDS:
A NEWLY DISCOVERED DRAWING
TERRY FRIEDMAN

When Celia Fiennes made her 'Great Journey to
t6y8 she found Leeds 'esteemed the
wealthyest town of its bigness in the Country
[with] severall large streetes cleane and well pitch'd
and good houses all built of stone', many the
residences of 'very rich and very proud'loth
views by William
merhants.'ontemporary
Lodge, John Cossins and Francis Place (Plate x)
show the town extending from Hunslet south of
the Aire northward to Town End (present day
Merrion Street), and west to east from Mill Hill
(the site of City Square) to Marsh Lane and the
road to Quarry Hill. Leeds was also, and this is not
generally appreciated, already a town of considerable architectural pretentions, with an impressive
Moot Hall encorporating a marble statue of Queen
Anne carved by the French sculptor Andries
Charpentier (anglicized to Andrew Carpenter),'
White Cloth Hall, a Grammar School, a prison,
inns, stately residences with gardens, several
and three
meeting houses and dissenters'hapels
magnificent churches: the newly-built Holy Trinity
in Boar Lane, the Jacobean St John's in Briggate
and St Peter', the medieval parish church, which
soon after
improvements
received extensive
Fiennes's visit, including decorative wall paintings
by a celebrated but now little known French
painter named Jacques, or James, Parmentier, the
subject of this article.
Parmentier was born in France in r6g8, the
nephew and pupil of the painter Sebastien Bourdon, 'who took notice of his inclination to drawing
when [James was] very young [and] determin'd to
forward him in the Studys of the Art in the best
manner he could', apprenticed him to Charles de
Lafosse, where he 'had a good opportunity of
improving in every way particularly Colouring'.4
In t 676, at the age of eighteen, Parmentier came to
England, remaining for several years and making a
brief visit to Paris and Italy in company with the
Dutch landscape painter Adriaen de Hennin and
the flower painter Simon Verelst, who had also
been working in London. By r 68o James was back

Newcastle'n

in England this time for good. Between r 689 and
around t7oo he painted architectural features and
bas-reliefs on the staircase of Montagu House,
Ralph Montagu's French-style mansion in Bloomsbury (destroyed x8yo —
q9 to make way for the
present complex of the British Museum). There he
also assisted his former master Lafosse 'in laying
the dead
III invited Parmentier to
r
decorate his palace at Het Loo near The Hague,
which Ralph Thoresby described as 'exquisite
Paintings',7 although according to the diarist
George Vertue, the artist 'thought himself above
the direction'f the King's Architect, Daniel
Marot, 'differd with him'nd returned to England,
so loosing 'an opportunity of being well imployd 8c
found
perhaps of Making his fortune'.'ertue

69'illiam
Colours'.'n

Parmentier a 'passionate 8r. sacarstical'an who
suffered from 'high Spirit [which] rather always
made him more enemys than Friends', yet Henry
Gyles, the celebrated glass-painter of York, wrote
to Thoresby in Leeds in r7o8 that 'if Mr.
Parmentier be now at Leeds, or when you see him,
thank him for his kindness to me, who gave me a
visit, and put twenty shillings into my
had introduced Thoresby to Parmentier in
I703 as 'a most excellt Artist, either in painting
noble hystory or faces after the life'nd asked the
historian to introduce him to 'gentlemen of your
acquaintance'." Unable to find employment in
London, he had been 'invited down in to
Yorkshire'n t7oo and remained in the county for
twenty years.'even works have so far been
identified from this period, of which only one has
survived. In his letter of t7o3 to Thoresby, quoted
above, Gyles mentions 'many of his peices'n York
tz, he
and Hull (unidentified). Later, in t7rt —
executed an oil painting of The Last Supper for the
altarpiece in Holy Trinity, Hull (dismantled and
now in the north choir aisle).'armentier
presented the work to the town because 'he had
and
met with great favour and employment'here
of
painter's
wife
a
gift
the
5o
made
it, in turn,
hand'.'yles

x

Francis Place, The prospect

of Leeds from

R. Thoresby, Ducatus Leodiensis (x7x 5)

the Knostrop road, engraving from

Leeds City Libraries

guineas and staged 'a public entertainment for him
R his Friends'.'
visitor on zp August xyz,y
noted the painting ('in the noble Chancell... was
the last Supper over the Altar, painted by
Parmentier, a Frenchman') and on the same day
stopped to admire the Beverley garden of John
Moyser, MP for the town in xyoS —
o8, which
consisted of 'y acres of Grounds [with) great
variety of Avenues of Firrs, of Parterre of Statues;
8L'lso of Arbours, Seats Lxc Vases in Trilliage
Work'nd 'two seats one of Ionic pillasters, the
other of Doric Pillars painted by Parmentier'.'s
Unfortunately, this delight has
next hear of the painter in xpoy, when he
wrote to Thoresby from York that Charles
Howard, 3rd Earl of Carlisle, then building Castle
Howard, had 'ordered me to stay, to put me
forward in some more business'.xx This included
vanished.'e

the important decoration in Thomas Howard, 8th
Duke of Norfolk's Elizabethan mansion, Worksop
Manor in Nottinghamshire.
Parmentier
told
Thoresby of the work in September ryo8,'hich
entailed painting the staircase (unidentified subject) and the hall ('oseph R his brethren'), and
which Vertue thought 'the best of his Workes that I
have seen. Lxc very Masterly done. 5c well
Colour'd'.'y December ryo9 Parmentier had
a Francis Place, The South Prospect of St. Peters Church at
Leedes, from R. Thoresby, Ducatus Leodiensis (x y x S)
Leeds City Libraries

3 James Parmentier, Moses and Aaron with cherubim,
sketch for the Leeds Parish Church decoration, x y x a-x 5,
pen and ink and wash
Leeds City Art Galleries
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'almost compleated my busyness to ye Sattisfaccon

of my Lord Duke c all others who are Compiten

Judges'.
destroyed,

t y68.

Once

when

the decoration
was
again
the house was rebuilt around

Parmentier had written to Thoresby on several
occasions during troy and tpo8 apologising for
his absence from Leeds, where his son was
attending school. He asked Alderman William
Cookson if he 'will be so kinde as to take care of a
box of Colour which I shall Direct to him'nd
complained of 'a fitt of ye Gout, under which at this
time I suffer much paine'ut added 'I hope to be at
Leeds in a fortnight or three weeks time, sooner if
can be possible'. 'uring the next ten years or so
he was involved in at least three notable decorative
commissions in the town.
He executed some 'historic paintings taken
chiefly from the Scriptures'subjects
unrecorded)
on the walls of an unspecified room in the Mill Hill
house of the merchant Richard Wilson." Although
long since vanished without trace, the commission
is interesting
because Wilson's son, Benjamin
(zyzt —88), was later to become a celebrated
portrait painter (his portraits of Charles Ingram,
9th Viscount Irwin and Philip Stanhope, 4th Earl of
Chesterfield are at Temple Newsam House). Links
with Parmentier are tenuous, for he left Yorkshire
in the year of Benjamin's birth, but it could hardly
have escaped the younger artist's notice that
Parmentier was also a portraitist
his head of
Thoresby is now in the Society of Antiquaries of
London. It was recorded that the Frenchman 'justly
called all... Face-painters —that scarsely coud do
Phiz
any part but the face of a picture

—

—

mongers'ore

impressive, although again an unspecified
subject destroyed without record, was the decoration in a house in The Calls for John Atkinson (died
xptp), who was Mayor of Leeds in tpz t. Thoresby
recorded in Ducatus Leodiensis: or, the Topography Of the Ancient and Populous Town and
Parish of Leedes, published in t y t g, that the owner
'is now building a delicate House, that, for the
exquisite Wormanship of the Stone-work, especially the Dome, and for a painted Stair-Case,
excellently performed by Mons. Permentier, Rc.
exceeds all in Town'.
The mansion, with its
amazing crowning dome, perhaps a reflection of
Castle Howard, is shown in Francis Place's
engraving (Plate t).
East of The Calls, Place shows the great medieval
parish church of St Peter's (Plate z) and it was here,

sometime between xyr z, and tyre, that Parmentier
painted his major work in Leeds (Plate g). By the
early eighteenth century the fabric was in need of
improvement and Thoresby recorded in r y t 5 that
the screen, choir seats, galleries and piers were 'new
painted in a decent manner', a raised pew for the
Common Council and a wainscotted
gallery
supporting 'a very fine large Organ'uilt by Henry
Price, the case 'adorned with very curious carved
Work; the Front Pipes laid over with right Gold,
near thirteen hundred
the Whole containing
Speaking Pipes'ad recently also been added.
Juliana, Dowager Countess of Burlington (mother
of Richard Boyle, grd Earl of Burlington, Lord
Lieutenant of the East and West Ridings and the
future leading architect of Palladianism), installed
the family arms in the choir at a cost of Kzo, while
unnamed benefactors 'presented a most noble
Pulpit-Cloth and Cushion of very rich Purple
Velvet, with a deep and weighty Gold Fringe'nd a
'noble Brass Candlestick, with thirty Branches, the
Accoutrements painted and gilt... said to equal the
best in the North of England'."
Thoresby warned that 'these curious Ornaments
[should] excite our Gratitude... but never ocasion
a wandering Eye, or vain Thought in the Worship
of a jealous God'. In fact, the most sumptuous
decoration was reserved for the east end of the
church. A new altarpiece, with the Decalogue,
Creed and Our Lord's Prayer inscribed in gilt on
black marble tablets by a local artisan named John
Seynor was embellished with gilt vases, cherubs, a
dove and 'a Piece of open carved Work, going
down towards the middle of the Velvet [of]
Surrounding the altarexquisite Workmanship'.
piece was Parmentier's oil painting on plaster, 'a
bestowed
most notable Specimen of his Art
to express his Gratitude for
upon the Church
the Encouragement he had here met with in his
Employment', which Thoresby described in Ducatus Leodiensis as 'Moses and Aaron
Giving of
the Law, [with] the Thunder and Lightning at the
rending of the thick Clouds... expressed... upon
the Roof in suitable Terror, but qualified by the
lovely Aspects of a Choir of Angels and Cherubs',
and in the Preface to Vicaria Leodiensis: or, the
History of the Church of Leedes in Yorkshire,
where the
xyz4, as an 'exquisite Painting
celebrated Artist Monsieur Permentier has mollified the Terrors expressed at the giving of the
Law, by the Representation of the Last Supper', the
same subject as he painted for the parish church at
Hull.z'

...

...

...

...

The Leeds painting was destroyed when the
church was demolished in x838 to make way for
the present building and it is difficult to imagine its
true effect. That it was spectacular cannot be
doubted, for Thoresby compared the newly
decorated interior (as well as the dimensions of the
parish church) with the Temple of Solomon, the
'Glory'f which 'consisted not so much in the
Bigness of it, as in the Ornaments and Workmanship'.
Parmentier's
lively sketch for the painting
surrounding the altarpiece (Plate g), apparently the
only surviving preliminary drawing by the artist,
and recently acquired by Leeds City Art Galleries,
provides further valuable evidence." It has been
folded, probably sent in a letter from the artist to
Ralph Thoresby, who has inscribed the drawing
'Monsr. James Permentier's draught painted with
exquisite Art in the Parish Church of Leedes (ie
Ducat:Leod:p. z4ct) his Present to R Thoresby'nd
listed it among the 'Artificial Curiosities'n the
catalogue of the Musaeum Thoresbyanum com-

piled in T7rz and published in the following year,
then bound with Dttcatus Leodiensis when that
book was issued in x 7r 5.
On the death of the famous decorative painter
Louis Laguerre in x7zt Parmentier returned to
London, where soon after he was listed among the
'Living painters of Note'. He then seems to have
executed an 'Endymean and Luna'destroyed) as
part of the wall decoration in the Painter-Stainer's
and widened his
Hall in Little Trinity Lane
professional circle by joining the Rose and Crown
Club, which met on Saturday nights in a noted
tavern in Covent Garden Piazza, and whose
members included Sir James Thornhill, William
Hogarth, Louis Cheron, Peter Casteels, Peter
Tillemens and John Wootton. Vertue met him in
November x73o, found him 'weakly R feeble
having been much afflicted with the Gout'nd was
at
told that his 'affairs did not go very well
present'. A fortnight later, on z December James
Parmentier died.

...
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Croft-Murray
E. Croft-Murray, Decorative Painting in
England x537—r837, I (x962), rr (x97o)
DucatusLeodiensis
R. Thoresby, Ducatus Leodiensis: or, the
Topography Of the Ancient and Populous Town and Parish
ofLeedes

(x7x5)

Linstrum
D. Linstrum, West Yorkshire Architects and
Architecture (I 978)
MS 8 Ralph Thoresby's Correspondence x7o4 —
xyo9, MS 8,
Yorkshire Archaeological Society, Leeds
Vertue
Vertue Note Books, 6 volumes published in Walpole
Society (x 930-55)

x

i

C. Morris, ed., The Journeys of Celia Fiennes (2947),
io.
PP. 2.I 9—
T. Friedman, 'The Ingenious Mr. Lodge's View of Leeds',
Leeds Arts Calendar, 79 (x976), 2.4—26; K.J. Bonser and H.
Nichols, Printed Maps and Plans of Leeds, x7xx —x900,
4. Cossins's
Thoresby Society Publication, xr.vrr (x958), 3—
x 7 25 plan, with vignettes of the houses of leading merchants,
is dedicated to Lord Irwin of Temple Newsam.
T. Friedman, 'A Noble Magnificent Statue', Leeds Arts
Calendar, 72 ( I 973) 5 —I 3. The statue, dated x 7 x 2, is now in
the City Art Gallery, Leeds.

Vertue, rrr, 3o.
Vertue, r, 77; rt, 8o; rrt, i9, 3 x, 46; Croft-Murray, r, 22.2.
6 Vertue, tr, 85; tv, 43; Croft-Murray, t, 66, 75, i45, 257,
plate I I7; II 2.69.
7 Ducatus Leodiensis, p. 249.
8 Vertue, rrr, 4o; Croft-Murray, I, 66, 2.56. Parmentier's most
important extant work is the anteroom ceiling to the Treves
Saal in the Binnenhof at The Hague.

9 Vertue, rrr,4o.

xo Letter dated xo January x7og, quoted in Letters of Eminent
Men, Addressed to Ralph Thoresby, F.R.S., rr (2832), 92—

93.

xx Letter dated 26 January

n. xx.

x7o3, quoted in Linstrum, p. 96,

Vertue, I, 77; III, 29.
x3 Croft-Murray, r, 256; rr, 3io—ix.
x4 Vertue,rrr,45.
x5 Anon., 'Account of my Journey begun 6 Augt x72.4',
Yorkshire Archaeological Society, MS 3 28.
x6 Croft-Murray, r, 256; I. and E. Hall, Historic Beverley
(x973), p. 53. Moyser's son James (d.x753) was architect of
Bretton Hall, c.x7io, and Nostell Priory, c.x 729 (Linstrum,
x2

p

38i)

x7 MS 8 (letter dated 3o July x7o7). Croft-Murray,

rr,

320,

Parmentier may have been involved in another
Howard property, although he notes (p. iix) that Vertue
received information on the painter from Jean Herve, whose
brother Daniel was a sculptor and architect working at
Castle Howard in 2709.
x8 'my business at his Graces ye Duke of Norfolk', in a letter
from Worksop dated 6 September x7oS (MS 8).
x9 Vertue, II, 35; VI, 70; Croft-Murray, I, 257; rr, x78, 3ix;
J. M. Robinson, The Dukes of Norfolk: A Quincentennial
History (x 982), p. x 52.
io Letter from Parmentier to Thoresby, dated Worksop,
x x December x 7o9 (MS 8).
ix Letters (MS 8) dated York, 3o July, x7o7, Brotherton,
9 February, x7oS (where he mentions having 'lately din'd
with Mr Moldsworth', John, Lord Molesworth, who had
estates near Doncaster) and Worksop, 6 September, x7oS.
Parmentier also worked, sometime after x69x, for Robert
suggests

zz

z3

z4

z5

z6
a7

Sutton, znd Lord Lexinton, at Averham Park Lodge,
Nottinghamshire (Cro ft-Murray, xx, 3 zo).
Croft-Murray, t, z57. The commission may have come
through Thoresby, who mentions Wilson and his heirs in his
Will of x7z4 —
z5 (J. Rawlinson Ford, 'Probate of Ralph
Thoresby's Will', Thoresby Society Publication, Miscellanea, x (x89x), x49).
Vertue, xn, 45-46, xz3. See also Croft-Murray, xx, 320,
Letters of Eminent Men, Addressed to Ralph Thoresby,
F.R.S. (x83z), p. 48o, and the National Portrait Gallery files
for other portraits.
Pages 79—
So, reprinted in T. D. Whitaker's x8x6 edition, p.
76, with the annotation 'It is even yet an handsome House,
and having been durably built, still remains entire'. Atkinson
is listed among the subscribers to Ducatus Leodiensis.
Linstrum (p.96, n. xx) mentions Parmentier working at
Bradford Manor House.
Ducatus Leodiensis, pp. z48 —
49.
Ducatus Leodiensis, p. z49.
Ducatus Leodiensis, p. 249 and R. Thoresby, Vicaria
Leodiensis: or, the History of the Church of Leedes in
Yorkshire (x7z4), preface. The altarpiece is shown in John
Rhodes's watercolour of c. x 8 3 8, just prior to the demolition
of the church (Linstrum, plate x z9).

zg Page

z49.

z9 CroftMurray,x, z56 —57; xt,3zx; Vertue,xxx,39 xxx', 87.
3o Vicaria Leodiensis (x 7z4), preface. Vertue, xxx, p. z8, records
a print of 'the Temple of Solomon Erecting'y Parmentier.
3 x Pen and brown ink, 9'/x x x4'/~ in; A. P. Oppe, by descent;
sold Sotheby's, x7 November x983, lot 68, bought Leeds
City Art Galleries.

3z 'A Draught... of Moses and Aaron, and the Giving of the
Law, as painted with exquisite Art in the Parish Church of
'A Catalogue and
Leedes, by Monf. J. Permentier'n
Description of the Natural and Artificial Rarities in This
Musaeum
Preserved in the Repository of Ralph

...

Thoresby, Gent. F.R.S. at Leedes in Yorkshire', Ducatus
Leodiensis, p. 497. Thoresby's collection passed to his son (J.
Rawlinson Ford, 'Probate of Ralph Thoresby's Will',
Thoresby Society Publication, Miscellanea, x (x89x), x49)
but the subsequent provenance of the drawing to x983 is
unknown.
33 Vertue, xxx, xz.
Croft-Murray, xx, 3 ax.
35 Vertue,vx,35.
36 Vertue, nx, 46; he was buried in St Paul's, Covent Garden.

lllumin'd Moses shews th'ternal laws,
Spoke by almighty voice in thunder peals.
On th'ther hand, clad in his gorgeous robes
Selected Aaron bears the golden urn
Whence grateful odours fum'd; and more aloof
cherub and seraphim on golden wing
Glow in the sunshine of celestial day.
from 'A Descnption of the Choir of St. Peter's Church
in Leeds, Yorkshire, at Evening Prayers', in The
Gentleman's Magazine, August x738, p. 429

ATKINSON GRIMSHAW:
SOME NEW ACQUISITIONS
ALEXANDER ROBERTSON

Interest in the Leeds-born artist has continued to
So.
grow since the successful exhibition of z9y9 —
and
Several
untraced
paintings
previously
in the
watercolours
have recently
appeared
salerooms including Dulce Domum and The
Bowder Stone, Borrowdale thereby increasing
research into Grimshaw's paintings and the whole
Victorian period. We are fortunate to have been
able to buy several works from the artist'
grandson, Guy Ragland Phillips. The purpose of
this note is to discuss these new additions to our
collection.
achieved his
During the z Syos Grimshaw
greatest success, establishing his familiar style of
moonlit lanes and dockscenes bathed in atmospheric light, quite a contrast to his watercolours
and paintings of the sixties with their bright
colours and tightly worked surfaces in the PreRaphaelite landscape manner. Grimshaw featured
in the major exhibitions by the well-established
dealer Agnew who at that time had galleries in
Manchester and Liverpool as well as the still
existing Bond Street premises. For these shows the
artist contributed paintings in his new figurative
manner with several works leaning towards the art
of James Tissot and their ancient classical equivalent, the minutely worked paintings of AlmaTadema. Grimshaw's standing as an artist encouraged him to rent the modest stone-built hall at
Knostrop, on the Temple Newsam estate, Leeds,
while in tgy6 he was able to buy a seaside home
near the Castle at Scarborough which he called
Castle-by-the-Sea, after a Longfellow poem.
It is the connection with Knostrop Hall which
comes to mind when we consider the newly
acquired oil sketch by Grimshaw, a small study of
his daughter Gertrude on her deathbed (Plate 4).
We know that she died on 6 October z Sp4, from
diphtheria, a disease which claimed other Grimshaw children at Knostrop owing to the bad drains.
The occurrence of death in Victorian life was an
ever present theme in paintings of the time which as
a subject occurs frequently in art exhibitions where

4 Gertrude Grimshaujon her deathbed, r874.
Oil on card
Leeds City Art Galleries

such subjects as Frank Holi's The Village Funeral
(Leeds) and Luke Fildes'he Doctor (Tate) must
have stirred many a grieving mother's heart.
Grimshaw has painted his daughter's face at a time
of great personal distress and one can only suppose
that by painting the child, the artist sought to calm
his own grief.
The other items in what we may call the
Grimshaw archive include the only known sketchbook still extant, five small drawings, a photograph album and some memorabilia. The existence
of the separate drawings goes some way to
disproving the opinion that Grimshaw worked
only from photographs or else used some sort of
system to project images on to canvas.'he pencil
studies include a thumbnail
portrait of Agnes
Leefe, model and studio assistant at Knostrop, here
drawn in z88g.2
The four landscape scenes are equally rare, but
nevertheless provide us with clues as to the artist'
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8).s The technique of
working methods (Plates g —
the sketches varies quite widely from careful
topography in the case of the Houses of Parliament
and the Tower of London views, to the more
informative note taking in the study for the oil
paintings The Thames at Barnes z 886 and a lane at
Stapleton Park, Yorkshire z8yy. The colour notes
for the studies for the two oil paintings show how
much they were used to complete the final
paintings. The Barnes subject (formerly Richard
Green Galleries, London) is one of Grimshaw's
most beautifully painted works. The Houses of
Parliament feature in several paintings of London,
but as far as I know the Tower of London does not.
Few other Victorian artists with Grimshaw's
modest success in his own time remain so shadowy
and undiscussed.
Apart from Royal Academy
reviews and local press reports little remains to tell
us about the artist's life and career except his
paintings. s
The sketchbook now in the Leeds collection
provides us with more evidence of Grimshaw's first
thoughts and ideas. The book is signed and dated
t8py, contains sixty-eight pages plus endpapers,
and as well as pages drawn on by Grimshaw there
are some which have been used later by his
daughter Elaine (t8yy —
z9yz). The majority of
Grimshaw's
drawings seem to date from the
z 8pos; however, there is one tree and river study
which seems very close to a watercolour November
morning on the River Wharfe, Yorkshire of t
study has a note above it which reads 'Mr
Flowers sketch', possibly the purchaser of the
finished watercolour. On the whole the sketchbook
contains studies of particular places or things
866.'he

which might serve a use on later occasions. Several
pages are given up to street scenes or skyline
panoramas stretching over two pages, drawn on
the spot in Whitby and Scarborough, and which
later served as backgrounds
to oil paintings.
Grimshaw's most dramatic picture In Peril (Leeds)
shows a ship in distress, off Scarborough harbour,
for which we now have the preliminary study
(Plate 9). The fact that this and other sketches of
known oils survives, indicates that there were
probably other first thoughts, now lost, for many
event
other pictures. A further contemporary
recorded in the book commemorates the burning
of the Scarborough Spa in t 8y6. A study Spa after
the fire shows a few quickly sketched details of the
buildings and the cliffs which Grimshaw painted in
a most lively way in his painting of The Burning of
the Spa Saloon, Scarborough (recently bought by

Scarborough Art Gallery).
Of the remaining studies, several sheets contain
of sailors and townspeople,
figure drawings
together with some items of furniture. A curiosity is
a drawing of the fountain which formerly stood in
front of Leeds Town Hall. This structure was
apparently rather unpopular, which may account
for Grimshaw's title to his sketch That fountain.
Apart from Elaine Grimshaw's more tightly drawn
landscape studies, the sketchbook has one more
group of heavily worked drawings, which appear
to be scenes from a classical drama with draped
figures seen against columns and curtains. The
subject may have been a play performed in Leeds
where we know that Grimshaw was friendly with
the actor manager of the Grand Theatre, Wilson
Barrett, but only one painting after an actual

ro NabScarand

Rydal Water. Photograph
by Thomas Ogle c.r
City Art Galleries
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subject from a play is known at present.7
Considering the many other sides to his painting,
apart from dock scenes and moonlit lanes, it is for
these alone that he remains most popular. As
Grimshaw's
career progressed, the sketchbook
appears to have been used as a notebook where
some accounts and even lists of plants are
mentioned on six pages.
Another rare survival is an album of photographs which belonged to Atkinson Grimshaw and
contain some answers to questions about his
artistic practice. Of Grimshaw's domestic life we
know very little, but his home at Knostrop Hall
comes to mind again when we consider the
photographs. The house was built in the midseventeenth century, no doubt appealing to the
artist because of its stone mullions, castellated
parapet and imposing gate-posts; for Grimshaw
was ever inclined to medieval romance, and gothic
mystery. Three family photographs printed in blue
are contained in the album and all show life at
Knostrop, which must have provided a wonderful
playground for a house full of children. Grimshaw
himself belonged to the Leeds Photographic
Society as later did his son Louis, so it is possible
the artist took the photos himself, in one instance
capturing his twins Launcelot and Elaine in front of
the massive Knostrop gate-posts.
Many spaces now occur in the album which may
at one time have been complete. Of the remaining
prints, two are of the Manchester Assizes, inside
and out, while the remaining twelve are of Lake
District views. The photographs 6 x 8.y cm in size

I
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are all commercially bought prints. Several bear the
name of the photographer printed on the back, of
whom perhaps the most well known is Thomas
Ogle of Penrith. There are also prints by R. Howe,
artist and photographer of Bowness; J.Garnett,
Windermere; and Carlyle of Grasmere. These tiny
views date from the early r86os, by which time
'cartes de visite'nd home and foreign views were
widely available.
The use of photographs by artists has remained a
murky area only recently the subject of art
historical research. By r86o it was a common
practice. To some, the use of photographs smacked
of cheating, and 'the easy way out'. It is difficult
now to realize the impact that the availability of
these truthful images of nature made upon artists
and the general public. There are many instances of
artists and engravers becoming photographers
over-night; while to the portrait and landscape
artist the advantages
were
of photographs
obvious.'o
If an artist had doubts as to whether to use the
new medium, openly or secretly, then he could
always turn to Mr John Ruskin whose early
of the photograph was certainly
championing
welcome to the industry and the artist. Ruskin
believed that artists could benefit greatly by using
photographs to achieve a greater truthfulness, and
as an aid to their own drawings. However, this was
often taken further by painters, many of them
eminent men, resulting in the direct use of
for portraits and landscapes. We
photographs
know that W. P. Frith used photographs of the

I3

crowd and racing stand at Epsom for his Derby
Dcty painting (Tate) although he denied this in his
autobiography. The Pre-Raphaelite painters used
photographs widely, and it is this group of artists
who are relevant to our discussion here.
The Grimshaw album contains three prints of
particular interest: two are views of Lake Windermere; a third shows Nab Scar and Rydal water
(Plate to). Both subjects were painted in oil and
were shown in the xyy9 Grimshaw exhibition;
both are clearly connected to photographs in the
album." The photograph of Nab Scar is reproduced here for the first time, and bears on the
reverse, written in ink, the inscription Rydal Lake,
Nab Scar, ctndlHartley Coleridge's Cottage Home.
Thomas Ogle is the photographer of this print
whose sharpness and minute detail contains a
striking clarity. When it came to producing the oil
painting Grimshaw has turned to a sparkling PreRaphaelite palette which completely transcends
the black and white print. The painting follows the
lines of the photograph very closely but is not an
exact facsimile. The foreground too, is unlike the
print, and may be taken from another image. All in
all, it is perhaps best to see the use of such prints as
aides-memoire, serving to remind artists of their
chosen subject when they were no longer before the

scene. After all, if it was the then current purpose of
art to achieve a greater truthfulness and detail, then
such a task needed assistance which perhaps the
human eye, unaided, could not achieve. The
amazing fineness of detail in landscape photography enabled artists to capture every twig and
leaf if they wished, which is exactly the basis of
Grimshaw's early style of the x 86os. However,
another process, the calotype, gave a much more
romantic, dreamy and atmospheric image and this
may have influenced Grimshaw to simplify his
paintings after t 87o.
The fact that Grimshaw chose to live in a
stone-built house, loved the
seventeenth-century
look of old houses in deserted gardens, named his
children after Tennyson characters, while also
dabbling in the classical waters of Alma-Tadema,
marks him out as a truly Romantic character, but
one who surprisingly
left so few biographical
details. It is therefore all the more valuable to the
historian that the small number of drawings and
photographs which now exist should be preserved
and made available for study. We are therefore
extremely grateful to Atkinson Grimshaw's grandson, Mr Guy Ragland Phillips for allowing this
material to come to the Leeds City Art Gallery.

NOTES
No actual evidence has so far emerged which proves that
Grimshaw used this method. The process may have been
discovered as early as the mid xgsos, and was certainly
widely reported in the photographic magazines during the
x87os and xggos. It was particularly useful to the portrait
painter. See Aaron Scharf Art and Photography, revised
edition (x97y), pp. 36—
58.
2 The drawing, in pencil measures x x x xz.9 cm. It is signed
AGI83 and illustrated in the exhibition catalogue Atkinson
x

Grimshaw

z3d.

x836—r893, Leeds City Art Gallery (x979), plate

The Houses of Parliament, charcoal xx.y x xg.z cm; The
Tower of London, charcoal xx.y x xg.z cm; The Thames at
Barnes, x 886, pencil and charcoal x x.3 x xg.z cm; Stapleton
Park, x887, charcoal xo.x x x7.8 cm.
letters from Grimshaw to his daughter Enid
A Four surviving
and to his son (either Louis or Arthur) are now in the Leeds
City Reference Library.
The sketchbook measures x3 x x 8.7 cm. Most drawings are
in pencil, although charcoal is also used.
6 This watercolour was sold at Christie's x6 March x 973 lot
93 bought Hancock.

It was last seen before
the First World War near the Leeds fish market.
8 A Scene from Act II of Jane Shore, illustrated in Atkinson
Gnmshaw x836—x893, plate 67.
9 The house was demolished c.x96o. However the gate posts
had already been removed to Mrs Meynell-Ingram's house at
Hoar Cross, Staffordshire.
to The prints show the following views, some with printed titles
on the mounts: River Scene; View on the Way to Stickle
Tarn; Waterfall; Waterfall on Mill Beck Stock, near
Bowness, Windermere; Old Mill and Stock Bridge, Ambleside; Mountains and Lake vieu; Grange Bridge, Borrowdale; Nab Scar; Windermere Lake, Bowness in the distance,
from Burness Fell; a Lakeland tarn; Bowness, Windermere
Lake, Belle Isle and Furness Fell; On the Brathy, looking
towards Langdale.
x x For a discussion of the development
of photography and its
impact in Leeds, see the introduction to Early Photography
in Leeds x839—x87o, Leeds Art Galleries (x98x). Introduction by Adrian Budge.
xz Windermere is illustrated in plate 3 in the x979 exhibition
catalogue; Nab Scar in plate c.

7 The fountain has now disappeared.

ROBERT BEVAN,
DUNN'S COTTAGE AND APPLEHAYES
JONATHAN BENINGTON

Robert Bevan, who was born in Hove, Sussex in
r 865, was one of the first British artists to meet and
be influenced by leading members of the Impressionist and Post-Impressionist movements. He was
based in the artists'olony at Pont-Aven in Brittany
from t89o to x89r and again from r893 to t89q,
in which latter year he met Gauguin and was
presented with one of his monotypes, affectionately inscribed 'a l'ami Baven [sic]'.'uring these
years he also received encouragement from Renoir
and, by his own account, was deeply impressed by
the large Cezanne exhibition held at Ambroise
Vollard's in Paris late in x 895. In reacting thus he
showed remarkable insight, for Cezanne was not
appreciated in England until after his death in
t9o6, and even Sickert, whose advanced taste in art
was widely respected, could dismiss Cezanne in
t9rz as a literary painter. As early as the I89os,
then, Bevan was in a position to select what was
best in contemporary French painting and adapt it
to his own tender view of the world. In r9o5 one
reviewer even went so far as to state that compared
to his use of bright colour in recent paintings,
'where he seems to reconcile violent greens, yellows
and reds... even the most Monetesque of Monets
must appear reticent'.
It comes as no surprise that the five paintings and
watercolours which Bevan exhibited at the t9o8
Allied Artists'alon
in London attracted the
attention of Gore and Gilman, who subsequently
invited him to join Sickert's Fitzroy Street Group.
Prior to t9o8 neither Bevan's work nor his French
associations were well known in England, but his

admittance within the ranks of a like-minded
group of artists ensured him of solidarity as well as
a regular exhibiting forum. He became another
important link between French and English painting, and a founder member of the Camden Town,
London and Cumberland Market Groups.
Dunn's Cottage (Plate t t) was painted in t9t5,4
when the artist was staying at Applehayes,
in the Blackdown
Hills near the
Clayhidon
Somerset-Devon border, as guest of Harold B.

Harrison. The latter was a retired rancher from the
Argentine who studied at the Slade School of Art
and was introduced by Henry Tonks to painters
whom he should invite out to his house in the
country. Besides Bevan, who stayed there in the

summers of t9tz, t9x5 and t9t5, these included
Gore for short stays in t9o9, t9to and r9t3, and
Ginner in t 9 t z and r 9 t 3. For all concerned it was
a valuable opportunity to work adjacently and
fruitfully exchange ideas on their various working
methods and approaches. How this affected Bevan,
even though he was thirteen years older than Gore
and Ginner, will be discussed below.
According to the artist's son, the structure of the

landscape around Applehayes 'was basically a
tableland intersected by deep and winding valleys.
Below the flat horizons were rich patterns of fields,
hedges and woods, and simple though often
sculpturally grouped farm buildings'.5 All these
characteristics are apparent both in Dunn's Cottage and in a view of the same subject from the rear,
Little Oak Tree (Plate t 5), which was first
exhibited as 'The Back of Dunn's Cottage'.
Another pair of landscapes, dating probably from
x9r5 and entitled simply Haze over the Valley
(Plate r.y) and A Devonshire Valley No. I, depict
the same two buildings only viewed from a
different angle. Although this has not hitherto been
noticed, it can be proved by comparing architectural features such as chimneys and the relative
shapes, sizes and situations of the buildings (the
approximate positions of the chief features and the
four viewpoints from which they were painted
have been mapped out in Plate t 5). Two drawings
of the subject also exist
the crayon sketch for the
Leeds painting (Plate tz), discovered recently in
one of the artist's z7 surviving sketchbooks, and an
untraced watercolour of The Back of Dunn's
Cottage which was probably a final study for the
painting of that title.
Although such an exhaustively comprehensive
involvement with a subject is not untypical of
Bevan, devoting as he did before t 9t 5 whole series

—

x x Robert Bevan,
Dunn's Cottage x 9 x 5,

oiloncanvasq8.z x
55.8 cm. Bought Leeds
City Council with the
aid of a government
grant x985

xz RobertBevan,
sketch for Dunn's
Cottage x 9 I 5, crayon

onpaper xz.6 x
xg.zcm

Ashmolean Musuem,

Oxford

x6

r3 RobertBevan,

Little Oak Tree r9 r 5,
oil on canvas 45.6 x
55.9 cm
King George VI Art
Gallery, Port
Elizabeth, South
Africa

r4 RobertBevan,

Haze over the Valley,
c.r9t 3, oil on canvas
43.0 x 53.5 cm

Tate Gallery, London

0
t 5 Plan of Dunn's Cottage and area, Clayhidon,
Devon, showing the relative locations of the
viewpoints adopted by Robert Bevan in four
paintings of the same subject: Dunn's Cottage I 9 I 5 (A),
Haze over the Valley c. I 9 I 3 (B),
A Devonshire ValleyNo. z c.t9I3 (c)
and Little Oak Tree t9t 5 (o)

of paintings to the London subjects of Cumberland

Market and the Cab Yard at Ormonde Place, this
approach would appear to be quite unique within
the context of Camden Town landscape painting.
The Impressionists, of course, had painted series of
pictures from the t 88os on. But unlike them he did
not make the changing effects produced by
different light and weather conditions the raison
d'tre of such a series, seeking rather to searchingly
study an aspect of nature which especially appealed
to him and then infuse his pictures with the

resultant familiarity and sense of belonging.
The subject of one or more buildings situated in
the countryside was one which Bevan treated many
times in the last r y or so years of his life (he died in
t9z5). It allowed him to indulge his love of
architecture, and at the same time, by bringing out
the structural interrelations of architecture and
landscape, he was able to show that buildings are
as much an essential and permanent feature of that
landscape as the trees, fields and grass-land which
surround them.
This implicit interest in the inherent structural
properties of a given landscape is very clearly stated
in Dttnn's Cottage. A comparison with the sketch
(Plate t z) shows that Bevan made only fairly minor
accualterations to his initial, representationally
rate rendering of the subject
thereby adhering to

—

t8

the method advocated by Sickert: 'to draw as a
direct notation of visual experience and when
painting from drawings to stand by the vitality of
the marks made on the spot'.'ut it is precisely
these subtle changes which make the picture so
radically different from Bevan's earlier landscapes
(Plate ty). Whilst the sketch is a rapid, impressionistic notation of an actual subject, the painting
is more general than specific in its references, as if
the artist were striving to present some sort of
archetypal image of rural stability and harmony.
The principal elements in the composition, trees
and hedges included, are simplified and reduced to
geometric solids, many of which are of analagous
shape and make therefore for a homogeneous,
integrated
design. Examples of this are the
triangular gables which are echoed in the dungheap in the foreground and the three tree-tops in
the background to the right, also the line of blocklike chimneys which, as a glance at the sketch will
show, have been deprived of chimney-pots and
smoke in order to conform to the overall
rectilinearity of the composition. Elsewhere verticals and horizontals
are stressed, sometimes
unnaturally so. The lower edge of the gable end of
the farther house, for instance, is horizontal,
whereas in reality, owing to the very high
viewpoint (eye-level is just above the roof-line of
the nearer cottage), it would have pointed downwards from left to right. But such departures from
nature had to be made if the desired effects of a
coherent two-dimensional design and a clear stepby-step articulation of space were to be achieved.
Here Bevan must have been influenced
by
Cezanne" whose pictures, as mentioned above,
had impressed him as early as t
It has also been suggested by a number of writers
that in t9r3, when Spencer Gore was with him at
Applehayes, he was directly influenced by the
latter's strongly designed Letchworth paintings of
the previous year. Looking at Gore's Croft's Lane,
Letchtvorth (Plate t6), which incidentally used to
belong to Bevan, it is easy to understand how such
undisguised preoccupation with underlying structural relationships
even the clouds are defined by
straight lines
could have given Bevan the
incentive to express anew his innate predilection
for decorative pattern. This had previously been a
marked feature of several Gauguin-influenced
lithographs from the early t 89os,'ut after he left
Brittany in t
gave way to a less stylized, more
natural vision which culminated
in the neoImpressionism-influenced
pictures of around t9o6

8'.
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r6 Spencer Frederick Gore, Croft's Lane, Letchu
6r.o X 66.oem

orth

r9 ra, oil on

canvas

Courtesy Anthony d'Offay Gallery, London

to r9o8, where broken brushwork and radiant
colour are stressed at the expense of design. So its
rebirth in his art five years later may be attributed
to the combined influences of the numerous

Cezannes which he could have seen in London
from t9zo to x9tz,'nd the pioneering example
set by Gore.
Dunn's Cottage was painted only a year or two
after this new interest in surface pattern was first
announced in pictures of London horse sales and
street scenes. It was accompanied, as one might
expect, by a broader, flatter handling of paint, such
that colours were spread over large areas instead of
being confined to small points. Bevan's palette, on

the other hand, remained relatively unchanged and
still very bright, though he now favoured a more
decorative range of purples, greens, blues and
pinks to the unadulterated primaries which were
an important feature of Impressionist practise. It
may have been because Bevan realized that his
colours were weighted, like Gauguin's, on the side

of decorative

attractiveness rather than optical
truth, that he sought to regain a firm hold on reality
by recording very carefully the tonal values and
relations of his subject. This is particularly
apparent in Dunn's Cottage.
Cezanne and Gore very rarely introduced figures
into their pure landscapes, but in Dunn's Cottage

Bevan has featured one prominently in the near
foreground. Close examination reveals that it was
added late in the process of execution, possibly as
an afterthought, whilst it does not appear in the
sketch. A delicate, personal touch, ultimately it
links him with the English landscape tradition
going back to Constable, whose views of a nature
peopled by men, women and children and very
much adapted to their needs, must have greatly
appealed to him. For unlike his Camden Town
colleagues, Bevan had been brought up in an
environment where he could enjoy the pleasures of
country life, become a good and bold horseman
and huntsman, and after moving to the city in I9oo
he was still referred to by Ginner as a countryman
in London.'fter I9I5, although he did not stay
at Applehayes again until the summer of I92,2,, his
attachment to the area was so strong that between
I9I6 and I9I9 he rented Lytchetts, a cottage only
two miles away on the other side of the Culm
Valley. The landscapes he painted there have a
stong
family
relationship
with
the
I9I5

—
—

pictures, one of their most engaging
characteristics
and one which they share with
Dunn's Cottage
being a deeply felt sympathy
with the local farming community and a respect for
its ever varied and perennial round of work.
By way of a postscript, I quote from a letter dated
2,6 September I935 which the then Director of
Leeds Art Gallery wrote to R. A. Bevan, the artist'
son and a good friend ever since they had shared
rooms at Christ Church, Oxford. Philip Hendy
thanks him for lending three of his father's pictures
to an exhibition, and then continues: 'You might
let me know the actual prices, in case anybody
wants to buy. I wish we could have one ourselves,
but I fear there is not much hope. 'Dunn's
one of my favourites'. It is good to know that
when the picture was first exhibited it met with
such outright approval, so that a more suitable
Bevan could hardly have been chosen to fill what
was the most significant gap in an otherwise highly
representative collection of Camden Town paintings.
Applehayes

Cottage's
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6 Lefevre Gallery, London, Paintings by Robert Bevan.
Drauings by Keith Vaughan, May x944, no. 13.
7 A Devonshire Valley No. x (Royal Albert Memorial
Museum, Exeter) is a more panoramic view, from the same
angle, of the scene of Haze over the Valley.
8 Exhibited Anthony d'Offay Fine Art, London, Robert Bevan
r 865 —
March
x925, Drawings and Watercolours, January —

9
NOTES
Reproduced in Philadelphia Museum of Art, Paul Gauguin:
Monotypes (catalogue by Richard S. Field), March —
April
x973, P. 63 110. x6.
z Douglas Cooper, The Courtauld Collection (x954), p. 53,
note xo.
Quoted in Royal Academy of Arts, London, Post-Impressionism, November x979—
March x98o, p. 279. For a colour
reproduction see R. A. Bevan, Robert Bevan r865 —x9z5, a
Memoir by his Son (x 965), plate x 7.
4 Oil on canvas 48,z x 55.8 cm, stamped 'Bevan'n the
reverse. Provenance: artist's family until x97o; Rutland
Gallery, London; Anthony Kerman; Christie's, London,
6 November
x98x, lot 54; Mayor Gallery, London.
Exhibited: Leeds City Art Gallery, z5 Years of British
Painting, October x935, no. 4; Rutland Gallery, London,
This England, March —
April x97o, no. 56. The title most
probably refers to the larger of the two buildings.
R. A. Bevan, op. cit., p. zx.
x
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x967, no. x9.

An example of this is the sketchbook containing the drawing
for Dunn's Cottage, which also includes many detailed
studies of architectural features of London houses.

xo Hampstead Artists'ssociation,
London, The Camden
Town Group (catalogue introduction by Frederick Gore),
June x965.
x x Compare for instance Cezanne's L'allee au Jas de Bouffan,
c.x874—75 (Tate Gallery, T.xo74), reproduced in Ronald
Alley, Catalogue of the Tate Gallery's Collection of Modern
Art, other than Works by British Artists (x98x), p. xo3.
xz For reproductions of these see Graham Dry, Robert Bevan
x865 —x9z5, Catalogue Raisonne of the Lithographs and
other Prints (x968), nos 5 —
7 and x x.
x 3 zx works by Cezanne were included in Manet and the Post—
Impressionists,
Grafton Galleries, London, November
I 9 to —January x 9 x x, 8 in Cezanne and Gauguin, Stafford
Gallery, November x9xx, and 33 paintings and 7 watercolours in Second Post-Impressionist Exhibition, Grafton
Galleries, October x9xz —
January x9x3.
x4 Reported in R. A. Bevan, op. cit., p. zo.

TWO SCULPTURES
BY BARRY FLANAGAN
MIRANDA STRICKLAND-CONSTABLE

The two sculptures in the Leeds collection by Barry
Flanagan, Clay Figure of z976 and Cricketer,
t98t, could not at first sight look more different:
the one static, prehistoric, almost unformed in
character; the other recognizably animate, alive
and springing. Yet they have much in common and
can only be the product of the same
shared features have much to do with the
artist's attitude to the materials of the sculptor.
Essays on Barry Flanagan often seem to begin by
taking up this theme, which is only logical, since
the first of his works to excite public notice were
carried out in a range of media with few precedents
in British sculpture. An important part of the
content of the work was its new approach to
material.
Much of the artist's work from z965 on was
made of fragile, tractable stuff
sticks, hessian
cloth, sand encased in floppy muslin, even sand on
its own, rope. These were disposed in informal,
sometimes apparently random ways; sometimes
as an
including
light (the totally intangible)
essential component (Plate t7). The sculpture
course at the St Martin's School of Art, which
Barry Flanagan joined finally in t96q, had been
encouraging the use of untraditional materials, but
in the early sixties these were often steel, plastics or
fibreglass, which are durable, and in that sense
conform to a traditional
view of sculpture.
Flanagan's wish to explore outside the limits of this
area was not unique. Among others, Richard Long
and Gilbert and George attended St Martin's at
that period; a host of artists in Europe and America
were trying to find an escape in their work from the
idea of the 'art object'. Flanagan himself took part
in the exhibition held at the tcA in London,
Between Poetry and Painting in x965, having
become involved in the 'concrete poetry'ovement through the bookshop Better Books near St
Martin'. It was here that he is recorded as first
becoming enthusiastic about the works of Alfred
writer so admired by
Jarry, the nineteenth-century
mind.'heir

—

the Surrealists, and Jarry's absurd creation, Le Pere
Ubu.
Barry Flanagan's early career did not follow the
straight forward pattern of school —art college—
postgraduate course, usually seen in artists'iographies. Born in Prestatyn, North Wales, in t9q r,
he began conventionally
enough by studying
architecture at Birmingham, attending life-drawing classes the while, then changing to the sculpture
school where he worked at carving and casting.
Thereafter he worked at various jobs including one
at a bakery, scene-making at Pinewood Studios,
in Devon,
labouring, and restoring antiques
London, Montreal and Bristol, before embarking
on his two years at St Martin's in t 964 —
66.
Since then he has more than once been active in
pursuits not strictly those of a sculptor; see for
instance the entry for ?975 in his biography which
rural
begins 'January: Left London, pursuing
activities in Northamptonshire.
Helped on the
farm; carved local stone; produced a group of
ceramics, wood-fired in a Cretan kiln. Brief
apprenticeship to Mr Mold, the dental technician
in Banbury
for t 976, which begins
'Assisted Harry Teggins dismantle a wind-powered
water pump'nd ends 'Became a member of the
Zoological Society of London'.4 These incidents
are worth quoting not as picturesque notes on the
life of an artist but as evidence of an enquiring mind
and variety of interest which are relevant to the art
we are discussing.
Until the early t97os Barry Flanagan's sculptural work continued to use soft, inexpensive (unprecious) materials, but around t973 he began a
return to the carving and modelling of his early
training. These works of the early seventies are still
imbued with a respect for the special character of
different kinds of
the particular material used
stone seem to inspire different kinds of shape. In
z975 Untitled (white marble, in a shape reminiscent of an ammonite or similar fossil)s is rounded
and fairly deeply cut; Tantric Goddess even more

—

...'nd

—

zp Barry Flanagan, Lighton light onsacks,
Museum van Hedengaagse Kunst, Ghent

t969

so. Hello Cello of t9yg (Clipsham stone) is just
squared off, with an incised drawing of a woman
and a cello on its sides.7 (Drawing has always been
important
for Flanagan and his manner of
drawing, economical, almost style-less and unfailingly life-like when so intended, is one of the most
attractive and accessible aspects of his art.)
In these works representational imagery is being
introduced. With Hello Cello it is quite explicit. In
Leeds'lay Figure (Plate z8) it is less so, but
nevertheless there, and incorporates an aspect of
the work not so far touched on here, the use of
symbols. Clay Figure is an example of a minimal
manipulation
of materials to suggest a meaning
beyond its component parts. The sculpture consists
of a piece of clay, moulded, but very slightly, so
that on its own it would suggest the merest lump;
its transformation into a 'figure's achieved by the
addition of a small piece of stone to its top,

instantly suggesting a head; these two elements are
placed on a base made of another piece of the same
stone, a veined Hornton sandstone similar in
colour to the clay of the main body of the figure.
The 'shoulders'f the body are incised with a
of ancient Irish
pattern of lines reminiscent
ornamental carvings, or even of prehistoric decoration. Lower down is a tiny spiral, which 'works's
the figure's navel, the only actual descriptive
feature
but even this can be seen as having its
own symbolism. The spiral is frequently seen in
Celtic art, but also in other, earlier cultures. Since it
is potentially endless, it can stand for openness,
and in its
regeneration and fertility, freedom
latter form we are reminded of the spiral on the
costume of Pere Ubu as drawn by his creator Alfred
Jarry, on the cover of the first published edition of
the play, in t896. Ubu, that anarchic figure (in
whose upside-down world every kind of freedom is

—

—

impression need not last long; with hindsight the
progression seems as logical as could be expected
of so fertile an imagination. The hare figures largely
in myth and legend. 'Mad as a March hare's a
common English saying, and refers to the behaviour of the animal during the mating season
an
observation of the hare in its natural habitat, but
also a survival of much older beliefs about the
creature. In British, and especially Irish, folklore,
the hare was a form often adopted by witches,
especially at night. Belief in witches, in European
(i.e. Christian) societies, is usually held to be a
survival from the earlier beliefs of peoples whose
conversion to Christianity during the Dark Ages
did not entirely succeed in suppressing
those
beliefs. In prehistoric societies in Europe (and of
course in groups in other parts of the world until
the present time) certain animals were held sacred,
to a particular tribe and the hare figures in legend in
stories which have been recorded. In some of these
legends the hare plays an important, even sacred,
part; in others he is represented as a 'trickster', an
animal without strength or courage, who lives by
his wits alone. These latter stories are often comic,
but should not be dismissed lightly, since after all
they can stand as a metaphor for the history of
man, who has achieved his ability to survive in an
often threatening
or dangerous
environment
through intelligence rather than strength. This
applies equally to the African in a country beset
with dangerous
predatory animals as to the
European of z 5,ooo years ago, trying to win out
against the ice creeping relentlessly southwards
from the Arctic.
Two stories about the hare stand out for
attention. One is from the Chinese; since it was
obviously written down already in an earlier age, I
will tell it first. (The other may be as old, or older
but the evidence is not there, it was recorded later.)
In Chinese mythology, there is not a man in the
moon
the hare inhabits the moon. It seems that
there was a holy garden, to which the Lord Buddha
came one evening, and talked for long hours, and at
the end he was hungry and thirsty and all the
animals brought him food and drink. But the hare
had nothing he could bring, so he cast himself on
the fire (first removing the fleas from his fur, out of
kindness) to contribute to the Lord Buddha's
supper. And the Buddha was so moved by this act
of self-sacrifice that he placed the hare in the moon
forever.
There are other legends in which the hare is
associated with the moon, which is usually a female

—

tg Barry Flanagan, Clay Figure, I975. Brown
Hornton stone and impacted clay
Leeds City Art Galleries

claimed, even the ultimate perversity of becoming
enslaved if he so wishes) as noted earlier, was an
inspirational figure for Flanagan during his student
days at St Martin's and he returned directly to the
subject in a sculpture called Ubu of Arabia in the
year after Clay Figure was made. It is not unusual
for Flanagan to introduce an element of the playful
into an otherwise 'serious'ork, and this is seen
most clearly in Cricketer (Plate z9).
When the first of the series of sculptures on the
theme of the hare were shown they seemed to some
enthusiasts
of Barry Flanagan's work slightly
so life-like as to suggest a volte-face, a
shocking
sort of sideways plunge into academicism. This

—

—

deity; for instance, in Greek mythology the moon
goddess Artemis (Diana in the Roman world)
presides over both chastity and childbirth. (In
English folklore, hares were still referred to in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries as 'she', or
even 'Puss', reminding us that even now cats are
cats are
referred to as female, and dogs male
nocturnal animals, and therefore associated with
the moon, and witches, and these traditions die

—

hard.)

z9 Barry Flanagan, Cricketer,
Leeds City Art Galleries

2.4

r98t. Bronze

In North American legend, the hare plays a
grander role. In t6to, a story was told to an official
of the new 'Colony'f Virginia by some members
of the Patawomeck River (The Algonquin) tribe. In
their account, the hare was the first creator, the
only other gods being the Four Winds; he was their
ruler. The Indians told their interviewer 'Our god
who takes upon himself this shape of a Hare
conceaved with himself how to people this great
world, and with what kynd of Creatures'.
There follows a story involving
struggles
between giants and the jealous gods of the winds, in
which the creator-hare eventually sets the world to
rights; finally there is a description of paradise, and
of the nature of the human soul.
It seems, somewhow, that the further back one
explores in legend, the more profound is the
symbolism connected with the hare. But Barry
Flanagan's sculptures are quite recent works, so it
is not at all surprising that, to look at, they appear
nearer to our recent view of the hare as that shy
animal, sometimes seen bolting in fright across a
ploughed field; or to the comic 'trickster'f more
recent folklore. The series of hares that were made
in the years t98o —
8z, are referred sometimes to
one, sometimes to the other, view of 'the hare'—
Cricketer like several of them, is both. Given the
long history of the animal in legend, it is impossible
to discuss further here the more profound implications. These, and much more on the folklore and
natural history of the animal, are investigated in
the book The Leaping Hare by George Ewart
Evans and David Thomson from which the stories
given above are extracted.
All the same, our particular sculpture is joyous,
bouncing, even comic. Why Cricketer? Hares don'
play cricket. But there is a long tradition in art
where animals are used to depict human situations,
beginning with Aesop's Fables, and continuing,
through the carvings on Medieval choir-stalls and
Beatrix Potter's Peter Rabbit to the present day.
Barry Flanagan's series of 'Hare'culptures put the
creature into all sorts of situations, some of them

—

'Boxing Hares', some anthropomorphic
natural
or symbolical. The year he made Cricketer the
artist played in a cricket match
a scratch team,
against the Arts Council's 'B team'. (The catalogues
do not record the result of the match.) Also, that
summer, the Australians were touring; they lost the
test series, England kept The Ashes. Cricketer's
'pose's based on the bowling action of that classic
Australian fast bowler, Dennis Lillee. To make it
clear to anyone that this sculpture is about cricket,
the hare is posed on a set of cricket stumps
put
not as we usually see the stumps, in a straight line
they have been re-set as a tripod which makes
for a livelier look to the whole
is a third aspect of Cricketer which must
not pass unnoticed, which involves comparison

—

—

—

with earlier work: the way the material of which it
is made is employed. Bronze is a traditional, indeed
classical medium for sculpture, but it can seldom
have been used so unclassically. In the figure of the
hare one has something of the feeling of a first
sketch
of the clay plastered round the armature
preparatory to the final modelling. This gives the
figure its liveliness (cf. the 'style-less'reedom of the
artist's drawings, referred to above) and makes the
spectator instantly aware that this is a sculpture, a
combination of shapes, a manipulation of mind,
eye and hand. The material is transferred into
image, but never loses its own inherent quality.

—

sculpture.'here

NOTES
I I am much indebted to Barry Flanagan for his kindness in
giving so much of his time to discussing Cricketer with me at
the time of its purchase for Leeds in I 98 x. I would also like to
thank Teresa Gleadowe of the British Council for all her
help.
2 E.g. Light on light on sacks, x 969 Museum
van
Hedendaagse Kunst, Ghent.
5 See the catalogue of the exhibition %'hen Attitudes Become
Form Kunsthalle, Bern and the IGA, London (I 969), in which
Barry Flanagan participated.
y Venice (x982), p. 85.
Venice(x982), p. 5x.
6 Venice(x982), p. 2x.
y Venice(x982), p. yx.
8 Venice (I 98 2), p. 5 8.
9 Faber Bc Faber, x9y2. The artist consulted this book when he
first became interested in the subject. I am most grateful to
him for recommending it to me; it is fascinating reading.
xo Paradoxically, the tripod
or triangle
is an ancient
symbol of stability
for the obvious practical reason that

—

—

—

three is the minimum number of legs required to support a
stool or table, or for that matter a sculpture. In the analysis of
abstract forms in art, the triangle suggests repose when
shown with point uppermost, as in a pyramid; movement
when inverted. Here, given our previous acquaintance with
cricket stumps, the reverse seems to be true.
FURTHER READING

The catalogue of the exhibition Barry Flanagan: Sculpture,
Venice Biennale x 982 (and subsequently shown at the Museum
Hans Esters, Krefeld, and in x985 at the Whitechapel Art
Gallery) contains illustrations of the artist's work from x965
essays by Tim Hilton and Michael Compton, biographical notes
and a bibliography (Referred to in the notes as Venice x 98 2). The
exhibition was subsequently
shown at the Centre Georges
Pompidou, Paris, with a revised catalogue with essays by
Catherine Lampert and Bernard Blistene.

2.5

YOKO TERAUCHI AT
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
LES BUCKINGHAM

If we look back on our schooldays, what were the moments when something really
important and memorable happened? And where were you when it happened? In the
classroom? Doubtful. More likely in a play, a concert or on a theatre visit. On an
excursion, at camp along with friends and a teacher you were getting to know. But these
events are regarded as frills, as peripheral little stopping places on our long educational
trip. But the experience of many people points to the fact that such moments are
cENTRAL To LEARNING and therefore, what we should begin to do is to turn the
school inside out
put the peripheral experience into the middle, and put the
classroom experience on the
Ree, Professor of Education, University of York, t963 —
yy

—

fringe.'arry

Implicit in Harry Ree's statement is the belief in
two things: the power of art to involve our whole
being and motivate learning, and the importance of
non-curricula activity both in and out of school. In
the following notes I shall expand briefly on both
these beliefs, thereby sketching a background on
which to paint the main details of Yoko Terauchi's
week-long visit to Leeds City Art Gallery to make a
sculpture almost entirely in public.
Harry Ree regards the expressive arts as highly
important in the education process. But while there
is now room for the disciplines of music, drama
and literature, the disciplines of the visual arts still
have to some degree Cinderella status in school and
are not seen as a subject which should seriously
challenge the authority of academic studies. This is
particularly true of the History of Art and the role
of visual awareness in the teaching of art and other
subjects. Despite the very powerful influence of
thinkers and writers concerned with aesthetics, a
tradition that starts with John Ruskin and William
Morris and carries on through Roger Fry and
Herbert Read, what is still called, perjoratively, 'art
appreciation's not given anywhere near the
importance in schools that other arts subjects
receive.
Examination of the role that the visual arts play
in education has taken place only recently and the
results of this research have led to a healthy
reassessment of its possibility for much humanities
teaching. Faced with unfamiliar images in art
works children and students realize very quickly
their power and the multiplicity of reference a

work of art demands. Herein lies the importance to
the learning process of pictures, sculptures, drawings or other art works that have been produced by
an individual imagination.2 Because examination
of an art work can produce strong emotions,
various feelings and complex responses, doors are
opened in the intelligence which otherwise remain
shut. David Hargreaves, an eminent social scientist
likens such experiences to
and educationalist,
religious conversions; 'one is swept off one's feet
by the experience and naturally searches for more
of what was so satisfying', he says.s In cases he
recorded, the desire in the student to know more
about the artist who caused the experience, the
work itself, its methods and techniques and
ultimately the cultural context becomes paramount. This conclusion is backed up by the work at
the Drumcroon Education Art Centre, Wigan4 and
in work done by some art galleries using original
works of art with students.s
The part art galleries can play in the area of
education is crucial for two reasons. Most
important is access to original works of art,
historical and contemporary. Working from other
sources in the art room and library must be
complemented by study of the finished statement
and critical assessment of it. Secondly the gallery is
not the classroom in name or intention. If a
sympathetic atmosphere can be created in a gallery
or exhibition, where both contemplation and
in front of the work of art is
engagement
encouraged, the benefits for the learning process
generally can be immeasurably enhanced.

zo Students from Princess Mary High School,
Halifax talk to Yoko Terauchi

Asking an artist to make a work in a gallery goes
some way to examining and extending the ideas of
recent research. Leeds City Art Gallery, with The
Henry Moore Centre, asked Yoko Terauchi, a
young sculptor, to make a piece in the gallery and
also take seminars about the work itself, sculpture
from
in general and answer direct questions
booked and unbooked parties of students and the
public. In this way a different learning situation in a
new and unfamiliar environment was set up; new
ideas were presented to students. There was also
the possibility of immediate access to answers to
questions of technique on the one hand and any
reasons for creativity that the artist could voice on
the other. Most importantly, in the present writer'
view, a contemporary image would be made, and
however 'successful'ould have a contemporary
feel and relevance to it. It also provided a good
opportunity to study art not as 'historically's it is
at second hand in art books and lectures. As
Andrew Brighton pointed out it is the object itself
which is important, and he 'would apply the
English method to the study of art, artefacts and
architecture, that is the relatively in-depth examination of a few objects'.
In discussion with teachers before the week
began it became obvious that many students, art
orientated or not, had not looked at sculpture
before. It was important therefore to at least
introduce some concepts in sculpture to them and
to give them a language from which to form
questions. This was also a good opportunity to

relax any tensions that people feel about being in
an art gallery, talking to 'experts'r artists. It is
important to emphasize at this point the primacy of
their own vision and to make it quite clear that
although there are correct answers to questions
these answers may not preclude other answers. A
sculpture for instance can be seen to be balanced by
one person but another might see that within this
balance the piece is leaning backwards. A short
introduction to bronze sculpture was given looking
at three busts and two free standing though totally
different figure sculptures. Bronze involves many
processes and is also a heavy, permanent and
patinated material and had the advantage of being
a great contrast to Yoko Terauchi's sculpture. The
quality of the material was elicited from the
students themselves
by question and answer,
handling and consideration of the visual effects in
front of them. Realism, texture, balance, weight,
were all touched upon fairly lightly with the aim of
getting as much reaction and discussion as
possible. One further exercise was asked of the
students. When they entered the gallery where
Yoko was working they were to compare in their
own minds the impression given to them of the
sculptures on plinths (Henry Moore, Barbara
Hepworth) with two finished pieces by Yoko, both
floor orientated and in quite different materials.
A very casual approach was adopted after the
students had been introduced. This was partly so
that Yoko could go on working and partly to give
the students enough time to watch the process and
formulate questions. The following are some of the
questions that were asked and Yoko's answers
which, given as truly as memory allows, will
constitute a description of and motivation for this
artist's work.
Yoko had, in the nine months prior to the week
at Leeds, used industrial telephone cables. Eighteen
sculptures existed in this medium and were all
called Hot Line (the Leeds piece is called Hot Line
rg). Questions concerning this bizarre choice of
materials were the obvious way to begin for most
of the students. Her work, Yoko said, is about
'unity'. The unification and interdependence
of
opposites is what she is concerned to show. She
demonstrated this by referring to our bodies and
the fact that we have a right and a left hand, right
and left sides, and also a front and back. If there is
one side there is always another. This symmetry is
also found in more symbolic contrasts like day and
night, light and dark. By taking as an example Tom
zo, a very beautiful paper sculpture on display in

az Theinitial
stages of the

sculpture. One
end has been
cut and in this
case both ends
were cut
leaving an
uncut central
section

aa The

extracted inner
core
Beginning

to re-form the
material

z4 Yoko

begins to put
the finishing
touches to the
sculpture. Note
that the basket
section has
been turned
over
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the gallery, Yoko was able to indicate how these
ideas were turned into significant sculptural form.
This had been constructed by painting large pieces
of paper in two colours, placing string between
them and gluing the two halves. When dry, the
pulling of the strings and the tearing of the paper,
bending and folding it, created the form. Many
different aspects of 'front and back're shown,
overlapping and interweaving, making a rich and
dense structure while at the same time demonstrating the means of production. For the wire pieces
she had wanted to find a material that already
contained the possibility of showing 'inside and
outside'. Lots of coloured wires inside a white tube
was the answer (see Plates z,t —
2.4).
How did this demonstrate 'unity'? A single
length of tube is used and once work has started it is
neither added to or cut down. The outer casing is
cut, the inner wires extracted and the whole
rearranged into a new and separate entity. This is a
radical departure from the traditional 'working'f
materials, either by adding or shaping as in
modelling or taking away as in carving. The
material has its own integrity which the artist did
not want to disturb.
Did the artist know how the piece would look?
The important idea was 'unity'ut a rough shape,
based on previous experience of the material was in
Yoko's mind. This changed and could be modified
as the material demanded.
The first thing that a visitor noticed was colour.
How important was this? Colour only matters in as
NOTES
Yoko Terauchi spent one week at Leeds City Art Gallery
(z-8 April x 984) working in the Moore Sculpture Gallery. Funds
for the project were provided by the Henry Moore Centre for the

Study of Sculpture and materials were supplied free by British

Telecom. The sculptor does not use one specific cable for her
work and in the case of Hot Line x9 the British Telecom code
number is 'Cable equipment zg 66.z5 6 w/o.g mm'

Harry Ree. Education and the Arts: Are Schools the Enemy?
The Aesthetic Imperative (x98 x). Pergamon Press.
z See in particular Robert W. Witkin, The Intelligence of
Feeling, Helnemann Educatxollal Books x 974.

far as it indicates back and front or which was
interior and which exterior. The decorative function is minimal.
Many more questions were asked during the
sessions and schools had been advised to return
during the week, and indeed for some time after, to
assess the completed work. Those who did were
astonished to see a truly new and exciting shape
One
emerging from such humble beginnings.
aspect that can be gauged from the illustrations
here is that it is the strength of the idea which
carries the artist on and not the process of making
the piece, the idea cannot be modified but can take
a different form. To have made Hot Line r 9 from a
coil of wire required patience and hard work. A
group from one school found this out at first hand
when they helped unravel some of the 5oo wires
before they could be made into their present shape.
By cutting the casing at both ends Yoko was able to
make two effects. One is made by the strands; still
together they seem heavy and linear. The other
mass that evolved was the jumbled strands which
form the light outer ring. Thus different weights
and emphases were brought into the finished work.
Reactions to the experience by the eighteen
schools who attended the week are still being
monitored but a work of art has been made and
some of the ideas behind it investigated by students
and public. Hot Line rxI can now be enjoyed by
everyone who cares to look.

—

David Hargreaves. Education and the Art Curriculum
An
Alternative View (x98x). AAA Conference Report. Art in
General Educati on.
4. Critical Studies in Art Education, Occasional Publications.
Drumcroon Art Education Centre, Wigan.
is reported in various places. See
g The work of galleries
through children's eyes, a fresh look at contemporary art an
exhibition organized by Helen Luckett, Keeper of Education
at Southampton Art Gallery, and toured by the Arts Council

of Great Britain.
6 Andrew Brighton. III-Education through Art, Aspects no. xg
Spring issue. x98z,.

zS Hot Line x9 and sculptural drawing
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